Beloved and Esteemed Members of this Council, I come Representing The Lyran
Constellation for Our Parts within this Human Evolutionary Process for Humanity here
on Earth. I Am Myra of the Lyran Galactic Council for Human Creation and Affairs. I Am
also a Member of the Elemental Grace Alliance and took part within the Discourses
known as the ‘Elemental Grace Alliance - A God Awakening’, so I come this day having
full knowledge of all that has taken place within the EGA Divine Plan to date!
In this Address I will speak of the Lyran Connections, within the overall History and
Seeding of Humanity upon Planet Earth as I did with the Original Discourses of the EGA.
As was said in My previous Discourses, for any 3rd Dimensional gathering to have
attained such advancements within such discussions now taking place is extremely rare
indeed. I thank you all for this opportunity to speak again and to allow Us to denote
and convey some Truths that are very specific to these Discourses presently being
given. In the EGA Discourses I had the opportunity to declare Our Part in the History of
Human Evolution, not only on Planet Earth but upon myriad Planets in many Star
Systems throughout the Milky Way System and beyond. In fact, We are the Origin of
the Adamic Race or the Adam Kadmon Race of Human Beings.
For all New Members here, reading or listening to this, Who are not aware of My
previous Communiques shared with the Elemental Grace Alliance, I am now sharing
some relevant points reflective for these matters presently being spoken of here in this
ENACA Council. Our connection to Earth and present day mankind has a very long
History and We Are the Ancestors who first Seeded Planet Earth. We are the Ancestors
of most of the Milky Way System and hold the vast Conscious Knowledge of all that has
transpired humanly speaking, for the past 900 million years. We are the Galactic
Historians for All Human Creation, Evolution and Galactic Affairs. We have direct
connection with the Elohim and the Prime Creator, Who in All Our Seeding and
Evolutionary Steps and Stages have been consulted and been well informed.
Lyrans were asked and given the Permission to first create human life forms in general,
or shall We say humanoid life forms, and We did so within our own Constellation of
Lyra/Vega first. We were Chosen because We were seen to be the most knowledgeable
and were in a position to be able to offer the best Platform, for a very sustained and
arduous Evolutionary Process. As ‘time’ unfolded and situations and circumstances
proved necessary, We expanded Our Influences all the way to Earth, Colonizing and
Seeding many such Star Systems and Planets along the way. These included but not
limited to, Sirius, Arcturus, Pleiades, Sagittarius A & B, Cygnus Alpha, Alpha Centauri,
Cassiopeia, Antara and Andromeda. Human Evolution has been principally Our Primary

Commission, Charge and Responsibility. It is then, in Our view, at this most auspicious
stage of the Delegation at hand, here within this Gathering, that Our contribution will
mostly revolve around Humanity and the potentiality of Unifying Consciousness. This
will be evaluated and considered through their Ancestral connections and the Genetic
Lineages or DNA programming that indeed has led to such a ‘Ring Passeth Not’, an
impasse that presently is facing mankind and more to the point here, regarding a closer
interaction between Humanity Itself and those of the Elemental and Nature Kingdoms
and now the connection to their True Galactic Families of Light!
We understand very well how this impasse has been rendered ineffective with the
result of such dispassionate influences and imbalance. It has been created with direct
and intentionally designed genetic manipulation and pooling from within individualized
civilizations for the benefit of power-hungry and controlling elite. As you can appreciate
in a Universe of Creators, once the Battens of Knowledge for how Creation is made
manifest is passed down through the ages, free will and personal desires can rage
rampantly without control mechanisms in place. It takes a great deal of linear time
frames and lines for the Reality of the Prime Creator’s Plan to be, not only seen and
understood, but Acknowledged and Obeyed! Meanwhile life goes on in all its forms
and diversifications.
To find the Solution that this Council is seeking, will, without doubt involve genetic
cleansing for humanity at many levels of awareness. Not all at once of course, but DNA
structures and programming are the cause for humanity’s loss of memory as to Who
They Really Are! There are so many disjointed, convoluted and despairing implants and
DNA Encodements, that require, how shall We say this, rebooting, defragmenting, and
all the viruses and spyware removed. We use these terms so that the humans that may
read this have a metaphorical understanding of what We are to begin, to put forward
here. This will entail the deprogramming of very complex and old patterns of belief and
behavior, unveiling the layers of Ancestral interventions and the rewriting of both
unconscious and subconscious untruths about Who They Are! So when the previous
Discourse with Lord Michael mentioned the Rewriting of the Akashic Records, Our ears
pricked up and We listened very carefully, for these are in Truth also part of the Work
We do within Human Evolutionary Advancement. But more about that another time.
We are in Truth responsible for so many illusionary manifestations and falsehoods,
fictions, and fabrications of outer appearances, either directly or indirectly, and so it is
Our Responsibility here to also step forward and do all We can to clear, cleanse, dissolve
and correct the imbalances within humanity’s genome and characteristic Natures of
themselves! This will be part of Our Own absolution in direct alignment with the Elohim
and Their Original Creative Endeavours. As Creators in Our Own Rights, We are
extraordinarily aware of the de-evolutionary processes of Evolving Worlds, as well as
the dismantling of all activities when it comes to physical evolutionary processes. We,

Beloved Members of this Council, Our Diplomacy, along with Our conflict resolution
Qualities in All matters human, that involved Galactic Education, does validate Our
position of holding a Seat upon this ENACA Council, with the Maha Chohan speaking of
the Proposals to Educate Galactics Star Nations for this is Our Area of Expertise. So We
will be very happy to engage with this subject in due course.
We have spoken a lot in the past about humanity upon Earth and how their process has
involved such a diverse level of Soul Fragmentations and the need for them to collect
and retrieve all such fragments of themselves given away over their many incarnations
over so many planetary lives, and alternate worlds and realities. And although this is
beginning to be understood more within the ranks of those doing the Inner Work for
Their Ascension into Higher Consciousness and Their Divine Freedom, there is still a lot
of work to be done in this area across the board of this Human Race! And it is this very
aspect of giving part of themselves away that when it comes to the introduction or use
of technology, these very things shall also extract part of themselves away from
themselves, leaving behind part of there Soul Parent attached to those technologies
which are outside of themselves or which are held within the outer world and not part
of their Inner Truths and Divine Origins of God Creation as the ‘Sons of Man and
Woman’.
So as part of this focus here, We too must admonish that any use of technology within
this particular Evolution of this Human Race, could become very detrimental to the
Overall Divine Plan. We could agree to partial employment of technological assistance
but only to offer humanity that point of focus that would help them contain within
themselves the Truth of Who They Really Are! It is not necessary for Me to explain the
intricacies of Soul Fragmentation or Soul Retrieval, for it is a vast subject upon its own,
and Beloved Shekinah broached this subject in His original introduction in the EGA, thus
setting the stage for what I Am about to share with you. Shekinah said:
“Virtually, all of humanity incarnates into the Earth Realms from the 7th Dimension. The
relative percentage of humans are 12th Dimensional and aspects of a 12th Dimensional
Over Soul, if you like, that divides or fragments down through the various levels of
Dimensional Frequencies. At the 7th Level, the Soul then chooses what Level it desires
to experience, and this can range from 1st Level, the minerals and micro biotic
organisms, through to the 6th Dimension of Soul Division and Awareness. However, for
the exercise herein through The Elemental Grace Alliance, We are only really going to
concentrate upon the 3rd Dimensional human being.” End Excerpt
In Truth, those who will be drawn to the Elemental Grace Alliance should already have
a good understanding or awareness of Soul Fragmentation. If not, this will be a good
awakening if it interests them to research far more detailed information which is
available to all who make the effort to seek it out.

In short, the Soul Fragment is the reference that is given to a division or segmentation
of what We call the Soul Parent or a Whole Entity. This Parent Soul makes the choice
to Divide Itself for the experience of Itself, in a variety of ways so that It can Know Itself
better. This Parent Soul is in its own right, a Sovereign Being. In the Nature of God at
these levels, this Sovereign Being is able to divide or split itself into any number of parts
that it wishes, up to 12 divisions within each incarnation upon a physical world and can
send them to any level of Dimension in any reality It cares to experience. This can be
Earth Realms, astral Realms, telluric or mineral Realms, even alternate realities and
parallel worlds, all at the same time. It all depends on the many degrees of attainments
It has already achieved and is wholly based upon the advancement of these levels of
Evolution. These divisional parts are called Soul Fragments, and while they are all very
much connected to the Parent Soul they are not in possession of their own
Individualized Sovereignty. They are lesser and lower Vibrational aspects of the Parent
Soul.
In the Evolutionary Pathway, a Soul who has divided Itself into Soul Fragments of Itself,
cannot then rise above its present level of evolution, not until it can pull back, integrate
and assimilate all the fragments that it has sent out away from Itself. So, if you think
about this for a moment, the vastness of this divisionary process is so expansive and
complicated, that many Soul Parents are simply stuck, unable to retrieve all aspects of
themselves, many of which have created their own experiences, and indeed many that
become lost and have from within themselves fragmented again and again and again;
fragmentation of the Soul Fragment Itself. The Parent Soul is always aware of Its Own
relationship with these fragmentations and is always in acceptance and voluntarily in
agreement to these processes. Why? Because it is all part of the Evolutionary Curve of
Experience Itself.
If one considers the ramifications of this over millions of years, one will soon begin to
realize that Soul Retrieval can be not only difficult but can in itself take millions of years
to retrieve. That is, for those Fragmented Parts of the Soul Parent who are not Highly
Evolved enough to understand, that indeed they are part of this Soul Fragmentation
Group of the Soul Parent. It only takes one Soul Fragment to become aware of itself as
a Soul Fragment, and then by its own accord, it can then begin the process of assisting
in the overall design of retrieval. For once one becomes aware of the need to gather
others like self, that begins the course of action initiating the calling Home by the Soul
Parent! As one slowly becomes aware of this process, it makes sense that you have
feelings of not being complete within yourself. Feeling like there is something missing
in your life. The Reality is that there ‘is’ something missing, all the other fragments of
yourself that make up your Soul Parent.
It can be compared to one having a great family; mothers and fathers, brothers and
sisters, aunts, uncles, cousins, nephews, nieces, step-brothers and sisters, and all one

by one leaves you throughout your life. And so there are many aspects of your DNA
lineage that go off to explore and experience for themselves that which you are all
connected to, a Primal Source of Lineage. Now multiply this by all the incarnations that
you and your relatives have ever had! Vast potentials are near impossible to digest, let
alone understand. So now that you are getting the picture. Your Christed Self of Your
‘I Am’ Presence is your Soul Parent. And that Dear Souls is the journey that each of you
are making right at this moment; the return to The Christ Self! To become whole is the
final part of the Transition of Ascension and it cannot be achieved until the physical
aspect of you, the four lower bodies of man and woman have completely been collected
and reintegrated into your Being.
The discussions that have taken place over the past two to three years have proven to
be of vital importance, so much so, that even though We have been part of Human
Creation Endeavours for such a long time, it is ‘time,’ that must also have a say in what
is transpiring. So little is known about ‘time,’ the element of ‘time,’ and although this is
so from a human perspective, it has great significance within Evolutionary Cycles.
Whereas ‘time’ is measured from within each Dimensional Frequency in a different way
and by a different scale, it is also only relative to that Dimensional Vibration for as long
as it remains within the dynamics and belief experiences of those within these ‘time’
frames. So, when thousands or hundreds of thousands or millions or billions of years
are used within this Evolutionary Cycle, they are only ever used to give human beings
within that Evolution a conscious point of reference.
In Truth, time does not exist as you know it to be. The past, present and future are all
happening at once, so if one was to think about that for a moment, that must tell you
that when numbers of years are mentioned, they really have no bearing on the overall
scheme of things at all! Humans cannot relate to 1,000 or 2,000 or 5,000 or 10,000 or
a million years ago, with any truth of accuracy and especially without True references
that relate to those periods. So, how could a human being within a physical reality
relate to such epochs, other than through imagination or guess work, albeit at times
through science, mathematics and algorithms. This type of time only has one purpose,
and that is to lineate one’s existence and to compare it to another, generally being a
lower vibrational one, to give them the impression of evolving and climbing the
Evolutionary ladders of experience. It is all about motivation, expansion, the will to do
better; it is about the desire to improve lifestyle, physically, mentally and emotionally.
But like all things within a physical Realm these are only thought forms made manifest
that mitigate the processes of any Evolutionary method of Advancement.
Why Am I sharing this with you? It is because the Human Race here upon Planet Earth
have now reached that time within their Evolutionary Cycle, as part of the Earth’s
Evolutionary Galactic Cycle, whereby ‘time’ is about to return back to its Natural
Substance within the Cosmos. Most people upon Earth at this time would say, if asked

‘how do you feel about time’? … would reply, ‘I am sure time is speeding up’! We tell
you that it is not speeding up, but rather it is dissolving! It is releasing its Truth to all
who are now open to receive its True Gifts of Love and Light of a Greater Universe.
Humanity has now entered a new Space/Fluidity Continuum whereby time no longer
places you within its boundaries or limitations. Manifestations are becoming
instantaneous; thoughts are producing physical, mental and emotional responses even
before the thought is complete. You are still using time to do these things, yet that is
only because you have not yet fully Mastered the Art of Precipitation and
Etherealization as has been described within previous Discourses. You will become
more familiar with these things as you practice the methods and techniques, but this
will not happen through effort or doing! It will happen by entering the States of
Timelessness and Christed Consciousness; and this is Our ‘Message of Grace’ that We
wish to amplify again today for all of you who are now open to receive this information.
By the Expression of Stillness Within, you will discover the vastness of this Truth, the
moment you begin to take more time to rest and become Still. For here is where time
Truly does dissolve and makes way for Universal, Galactic and Cosmic Expansion within
you to occur.
In one of My previous Discourses I spoke of your Ancestral Lineages and Soul Retrieval.
Here is where your Supreme Gifts shall be received, for it is the combination of Past,
Present and Future that will shine New Light upon your Cosmic Journey from here! Your
Ancestral Lineages imply the past, but the Truth is, your Ancestral Lineage also is your
future lives, the ones that you have had, or should I say, are still having in the now
Present. So it is just as important if you are going to make this Ascension a Reality in
this lifetime, that you also collect or reintegrate your future lives within your present
one. This is just as vast a subject as the past Soul Retrievals with this one exception.
That is, that your Future Selves have already Ascended; not every human being, I must
say, but all those who are likely to read this here, I will say fairly adamantly, that this is
so!
You see Dear Souls, the Human Race upon Earth has been a huge experiment and one
that has never been tried or tested ever before within the History of Humanity
anywhere. This one element has been the one facet that has underlined the whole
history of this Beautiful Blue Planet; God in His/Her Wisdom never intended for it to
fail, so all has been Infinitely Designed to cater for all potentialities, possibilities and
impending perspectives. The outcome has been known from its Initiation; it was just
‘the journey’ itself that was not fully known as to how it would all unfold pertaining to
the Free Will Charter Decreed as Its Foundational Stone.
You will remember what Beloved Shekinah told you within His opening Introduction in
the EGA; that you are the Elohim that have been sent back in time, back in Substance,

to alter, refine and dissolve all that was manifest through lack of Love and Higher
Wisdom. You are the Elohim, and that means that you Dear Souls have already
Ascended, Shekinah has already told you that, and you as These High Dimensional
Beings of God’s Love, Soul Fragmented to travel to Earth to correct the wrongs, turn
around all the mis-deeds and to correct all the mis-information and misgivings of all
those who manifested through ignorance and arrogance within this Solar System, not
just on Earth. Beloved Children of God, Masters, and Ascended Ones upon Earth within
this time sequence, ‘it is time’, now within your Present or Presence, Your ‘I Am’
Presence, to re-establish your connections with your Higher Selves. And to do this as
soon as you possibly can. For time is short now upon the planet, and as it continues to
dissolve further into the Truth, so must all that is aligned to it!
We are therefore recommending you to now begin more ardently within the Silence of
your Own Being, your Ascended Selves, your Christed Selves and to allow this alignment
to take place in the most appropriate way for you. All will be different due to your own
individual life experiences. But as this begins to happen and it already has, your bodies
will all begin a metamorphosis, just like the caterpillar and butterfly. And it will not
matter how old you are, physically, mentally or emotionally disordered that you may
appear or feel on the inside, it will matter not how tired or burnt out you believe you
are; these are just symptoms of the physical changes that are taking place for you at
present. But know this, just like the butterfly you will metamorphosize, this is your
destination!
As you spend more and more time within the Substance of ‘no time’, you will begin to
discover an Ocean of Stillness within you that will transform every part of your being
into the vastness of the Galactic and Cosmic Consciousness. No longer will you be held
within any of the foci that physical life dictates. Even though you may appear to be
physical to outsiders, internally you will be the Entirety of the Universe, and have access
to All Knowledge. Precipitation and Etherealization will be at your fingertips, and the
assisting of humanity so that they can complete their personal, individual and group
Evolutionary progress, no matter how that may unfold, will be quickened to such a
degree that the Earth Cycle will be reached in Perfect Timing; Its Perfection in God’s
Designed Program for this Amazing Journey of the Unknown, Becoming Known! And
You Dear Human Angels, have all been a vital part of Its Solution and Resolution.
Never before have We been involved in such an Advanced, Highly Developed,
Sophisticated or difficult and complex Assignment as the Evolution of Mankind within
the confinement of such a small planet and System of Worlds as Earth. The History of
this Plan even to this Moment, has been unprecedented within all Our Experiences of
expanding and developing human civilizations throughout the Galaxies and Universes
of the Cosmos. Such cutting edge and unconventional techniques and programs such
as the Elemental Grace Alliance Proposal Discourses, have been such eye openers for

Us, as We are sure they have been for all 250,000 or so Races who have played Their
Parts within the Time Spans of Earth’s Evolutionary Progressions. Not to mention the
Beloved and Divine Parts that the Elementals, Devas, Nature Spirits, and Angelic Hosts
have played and who have all taught Us so much more about Ourselves. We have seen
far more now and need to Truly Understand all of it from a deeper Level. Although We
are indeed very Advanced in so many areas of Our Existences, there is Great Wisdom,
Love and Power within this Journey of Humanity on Earth, particularly within these final
Hours that have indeed given Us the Lyrans, much to contemplate with new Eyes, Ears
and Hearts!
In All Sincerity, Humanity upon Earth at this time is Shining a Light that We have never
seen before within a Human Race at these Levels of Dimensional Frequency, and this is
very exciting, for indeed We can see that there is a New Human Blueprint being Created
here that shall be put forward to many other Races throughout All of God’s Creations!
We bid you All Blessings this day!
I Am Myra of the Lyran Galactic Council for Human Creation and Affairs. Looking
forward to how this New Alliance Council continues to expand and make its Decisions
on how mankind can proceed that will offer the Greater Good To All Concerned.

